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This paper is a revised version of an address and a
response by the authors presented at the Midyear

Conference of the Rabbinic Alumni of the Rabbi
Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary, Yeshiva Uni-
versity in 1976. Professors Mayer and Waxman teach
sociology at Brooklyn College and Rutgers U nivcr-
sity respectively.

MODERN JE\VISH ORTHODOXY IN A¡\IERICA:

TO\V ARD THE YEAR 2000

To the chagrin of many unemployed professors of history,
futurology, or the study of the future, has replaced the study

of the past on many college campuses. Despite our reservations
about man's ability to predict accurately the course of future
events, i we do agree with the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and the Hudson Institute, that there are statisticaIly
demonstrable trends which provide "baselines" or "a framework
for speculation" on what American society wil be like in the
year 2,000.2 The purpose of this paper is to. discuss a number
of baselines for the future of modern Orthodox Judaism in
America.3

Perhaps the most crucial place to begin is with an examination
of siieo The number of people that a group counts as its own
is important in all societies, and even more so to minorities. Basic
as the question of numbers is, the answer involves very complex
methodological problems. There is no simple method of deter-
mining who is and who is not an Orthodox Jew.4 Even if the
matter of definition were resolved, there is stil the matter of a

reliable census. In 1965, Charles S. Liebman used the crjterion
of synagogue enrollments, and he estimated that there were a
total of 205,640 adult males affliated with 1,600 Orthodox
synagogues in the United States.:; More recently, the National
Jewish Population Study found that 11 percent of the approxi-
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mately 1,900,000. Jewish households in the United States, or
approximately 209,000 Jewish households, describe themselves
as "Orthodox. "0 But this figure is not quite the. whole picture.
On the one hand the Study found. that only 4.2 percent of the
heads of household (or about 9,000) -under the age of thirty
identify theinselves as Orthodox.i On the other hand, there is
good reason to suspect that a larger proportion of the older Jews
would fall into the category which Liebman refers to as "non-
observant Orthodox. "8 Thus, in terms of charting baselines for

the future, we suggest that this 4.2 percent figure, or the ap-

proximately 9,000 Orthodox Jewish familes with heads of house-
hold under age 30, must be considered the solid stock in the
futúre of American Orthodox Jewry.

A second set of figures which must be seriously considered is
that dealing with the number of children enrolled in yeshivat,
or Hebrew day schools. In terms of numbers there has been a
virtual boom in the growth of the day school movement since

World War II.

TABLE 1*

Number of Hebrew Day Schools, Types, and Enrollments

Total Day High Tofal Xlillbrr of
Schools Schools E111'llment,ç C O/J II ll/Í tit's

1940 35 7,700 7
1945 69 9 10,200 3 t
1955 180 35,500 68
1965 323 83 63,500 117
1970 72,000
1975 425 138 82,200 160

As the above table indicates, the number of day schools grew
from 35 to 323 and enrollments grew from 7,700 to 63,500

between the years i 940 to i 965. By 1975, there were a total

· DaÚi based Oil m31erials provided by Torah l'inesorah and on AI\"n i. Schiff:
The Jewish Day Sc/¡ool iii America, :\ew York, Jewish Education Committee
Press, 1966.
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of 425 day schools, 138 high schools, with a total enrollment of
82,200. These schools are located not only in the New York
metropolitan area, but in 33 of the States. By 1975,. every

city in the United States with a Jewish population. of 7,500

had at least one day school, as did four out of five of the cities
with a Jewish population of 5,000-7,500. Among cities with
smaller Jewish populations, one out of four with a population

of 1,000 Jews had a Jewish day -schoo1.9 Since 'Orthodox afflia-
tion is apparently directly correlated wIih yeshiva and day school
education, these figures suggest that we. may' predict a consid.,
erable increase in the numbers of young Orthodox families, at
least for the next decade.

Whether or not this pattern will continue into the twenty-first
century, however, depends on quite another matter, namely, the
family planning patterns of the next generation of Orthodox
parents, and on this matter the data is far from clear and the
studies which we have are tentative and imprecise. For example,
in a study by Goldstein and Goldscheider,IO which is a model

of methodological refinement, we find that there is a small differ-
ence in family size. between Orthodox, Conservative and Reform
Jews, but that difference disapp~ars when control variables are
introduced for age, generational. status, secular. education, and
.social status.l1 Lef!'s study of eight Young Israel synagogues
found the average number of children to be 2.5,12 which suggests
that the modern Orthodox Jewish birth rate has levelled off' at
slightly more than the replacement level of 2.1 children, and
that the modern Orthodox segment has only the barest edge
over the non-Orthodox, since the overall American Jewish birth
rate appea"rs to be no more than 2.2 children. is

In any case, thè pattern which emerges from the data on day
school education presents an interesting .paradox. Whereas earlier

. generations of American Jews were .more apt to identify with
Orthodoxy, until the Second.World War they. were, by and large,
l.nable or unwilling to establish those institutions which would
perpetuate Orthodoxy. By .contrast, since the end of the War,

when the balance òf. numbers shifted against Orthodoxy, ye-
shivot and day schools have dotted the Jewish communal land-- ( .., ,
scape in increasing numbers. .
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The same pattern holds with respect to mikvaot, the ritual
baths in which Orthodox Jewish women immerse themselves

after the conclusion of their menstrual cycles. Liebman cites a
report that in 1928, there were few mikvaot available and even
those were hardly used.14 By contrast, in 1974, there were ap-

proximately 100 community mikvaot in the United States, of
which only about 10 percent are located in the New York Metro-
politan area. Indeed, there is at least one community mikvah in
more than half of the States in the United States, and many more
privateones,15

These facts and figures indicate several significant trends with
respect to 'the future of the Orthodox Jewish community in the
United States. First, there is good reason to suspect that while
the number of Orthodox Jews is böund to decline in the coming
decades, the proportion of young Orthodox Jews to the total of
Orthodox Jews is likely to increase, Second, the preceding
facts and figures indicate that the Orthodox Jewish community
is far more sophisticated in terms of organizatIonal complexity

and expertise than it was twenty-five years ago. This lattèr trend
is further supported by the growth of large organizations such

as the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America

(UOJCA), the Rabbinical Council of America (RCA), the Na-
tional Society for Hebrew Day Schools (Torah Umesorah), the
National Council of Young 'Israel" Yeshiva University Com-
munity Service Division, and many others which deal with vari-
ous aspects of the national Orthodox Jewish community,16 ,

Several other significant characteristics are those relating to
educational, occupational and social class patterns. One of the
accepted truisms of Jewish social science is that 'Orthodox Jews
may be distinguished from their Conservative 'and Reform breth-
ren by their lower academic, occupational and social 'status
achievements. For example, Seymour Leventman asserts that
"although there are local variations, the general pattern is an
association among Orthodox, Conservative, and. Reform syna-
gogues and lower, middle and upper class Jews respectively. "17
Another accepted truism, not only in Jewish social science but
in American social science generally, is that the pursuit of secu-
lar education and upward social mobility are causally related to
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,

the abandonment of Orthodox religiosity. Andrew M. Greeley
has challenged this notion on the basis of his data on the re-

ligious attitudes and practices of graduate students.18 Insofar as

Orthodox Jews, in particular, are concerned, the two most recent
empirical studies available, that by Mayer on the Orthodox J ew-
ish community in Boro Park, Brooklyn,l9 and Leff's survey,20
seriously challenge. the conventional wisdom. They found that
the vast majority of the parents whose children are enrolled in
day schools expect their children to. become professfonals. The
children appear to oblige their parents' expectations, at least in
this matter, by attending colleges and universities. In. a special
survey of the Boro Park Young Israel Intercollegiate group,
Mayer again found a uniformly high regard for both religious
and secular education, with a high expectation rate of completing
a . college education.21 Moreover, approximately 9 percent of
Mayer's sample who were under the age of 30 indicated that
they were enrolled. in an advanced degree program.22 In his
Young Israel survey, Leff found that about 20 percent of the
respondents had a master's degree and another 3 percent had
completed or were working toward a doctorate.23

Insofar as occupatidnal patterns are concerned, Orthodox
Jews have followed their non-Orthodox brethren out of blue-
collar jobs and the crafts into business occupations . and, more

recently, from business to both the traditional free professions
(e.g., law, medicine, accounting) as well as the bureaucratic
and civil service professions (e.g., engineering, teaching, social
work, public administration). Leff found that 63 percent of his
respondents were in the professions.24

With the changes in educational and occupational patterns
there has been a commensurate upward trend in the income pat-
terns of Orthodox Jews. Poor Jews notwithstanding,25 the Ortho-
dox Jewish community of today is solidly middle class. Both the
Mayer and Leff figures confim that the income achievements

of Orthodox Jews are significantly higher than those of their
urban neighbors. ~6 ,

The establi.shment of baselines for speculation about the future
involves not only the description of statistically verifiable trends,
but also the. identification of broader cultural and social struc-
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tural tendencies which may be somewhat less amenable to em-
pirical demonstration. For example, the patterns of educational
and socIo-economic achievement may be an integral part of or
only coincidentally related to general economic and attitudinal
patterns in American society. These larger patterns cannot be
as accurately summarized as the patterns of achievement .them-

selves. Nevertheless, an understanding of these broader patterns
is essential to any speculation about the future.

We would suggest that there are a number. of macro-societal,
historical tendencies of both short and long ranges which serve
as the background against which the picture of economic and
social well-being which characterize the Orthodox community
must be analyzed. Among the short range factors would be in-
cluded such phenomena as the "New Left" . and "Black Power"
movements of the late 1960s and the recent wars in Israel, which
have served both to raise group self-consciousness and also to
mobilize people on behalf of existing or new organizations.27

Other factors which have had positive consequences for Ortho-
dox Judaism in the United States include some of the federal
legislation during the 1960s, which both extended protection to
the rights of minorities and also pumped public monies into pro-
grams which legitimately found their way into Orthodox organi-
zations. We refer to these as short range because the extent of
their persistence into the twenty-first century is questionable.

For example, on the one hand, it is diffcult to imagine that the
laws protecting the rights of Sabbath observers will not remain
a permanent feature of our legal system. On the other hand it is
not at all diffcult to imagine that the variety of programs under
which Orthodox day-care services or yeshiva remedial-reading
programs are federaI1y funded may not survive into the nextcentury. .

There are also a number of apparently long-range tendencies

in American society which have clearly facilitated the evolution
of American Orthodoxy, and which will probably continue as
important undercurrents of our lives. These tendencies include

the diminishing influence of the family in transmitting skils and

values to the next generation, the flight from the family by most
members of the household for purposes of both work and leisure,
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the increasing involvement of all segments of the community,
including women and children, in bureaucratically organized
activities, the general wiIingness to abandon old institutions and
neighborhoods when they have outlived their usefulness, and the
general wilingness to develop new institutions when there is a
recognized need for them. These long-range tendencies are ob-
viously not unique to Jews nor Orthodox Jews. They are part of
the American way of life at least since the end of the nineteenth
century.

Nor must these tendencies be viewed as solely negative in
terms of their 'consequences. On the contrary, it may be argued
that these tendencies have, in fact, enabled Orthodoxy to flour-
ish in the twentieth century. For example, many decry what
appears to be the erosion of the family. However, if we look at
the educational accomplishments, both secular and religious, of
the masses of immigrants who are the parents and grandparents
of the current generation of America's Orthodox Jewry, the Or-
thodox could hardly prefer that it should have been the family
which transmits Jewish education, as opposed to the yeshivo!
and day schools which have cropped up during the past two dec-
ades. Similarly, if one looks at the economIc and occupational
achievements of his (or her) parents and grandparents, he would
probably be thankful that he did not follow in their footsteps.
What may have been bad for the family as a social institution
has, in fact, been good for Jews in general and for Orthodoxy
in particular.

The opportunities for work and leisure for. both men and
women outside the home, and the corresponding bureaucrati:za-
tion of the structures in which work and leisure are pursued have
also had a salutary influence on the quality of Orthodox life in
America. Liberation from the drudgeries. of home life has not
only made more people producers and wage earners, but it has
also turned a much larger population into consumers of such

specialized services as Kosher-Chinese food, hasidic music in
quadrophonic sound, Hineni happenings, and Torah classes. and
lectu.res at countless locations wherever Orthodox Jews are to
be found in any appreciable numbers.

Thus, we would suggest that .the numerical losses which Or-
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thodoxy has suffered. in- the United States can be attributed. to
the handicaps of pre-modem immigrants tryng to adjust to life
in the modem. metropolis. The conditions of the modern metrop-
olis,.oii theother-'hand, have been quite favorable to the resur-.
gence of Orthodoxy in the second and third generation -- albeit
among fe\yer people. We emphasize that we are not
simply. restating Hansen's Law _ of. the third generation return.28
Orthodoxy is not b~ìng carrled on by people whose grandparents
were too weak to influence their parents to carryon the -- tradi-
tion. Rather, we aver, Orthodoxy owes its contemporary vitality
to those people who, recogniing their own imibility to success-

. fully transmit it, had the foresight and resources to establish
yeshivo! and. Jewish centers _ (or modernized synagogue struc-
tures such as the Young Israel movement) which would transmit
Orthodoxy for them. The very social forces which hav.e tended
to weaken Orthodoxy among the masses of AmerÎca'.s Jews have
enabled Orthodoxy. to flourish among a minority. Moderniza-
tion, it seems, has cut both. ways.

However, there is a catch to this formulation. The conditions
of post-War America which have been conducive to the resur-
gence of - Orthodoxy have also had a formative impact upon the
nature of Orthodoxy. Wherèas in Europe "and in an earlier
America the. s.ynagogue and its rabbi cO"nstituted the organi~a-
tional centrum of Orthodox life, contemporary Orthodoxy has
become much more yeshiva centered. The major rabbinic figures
are not the communal saints, but the roshe.i yeshivot, the Tal-
-mudic scholars. In those communities where the synagogue does
play an important role in Orthodox life, its role is as likely to
derive from its educational and social programs as from its more
strictly relIgious functions.29 This shift in the organizational
center of gravity in the community has also had some important
consequences for the Orthodox worIdview, particularly for the

- worldview of the of the native, yeshiva-educated Orthodox. Lom-
dut, çorrect knowledge, has taken primacy over midot and mits-
vol, or correct living. The mitsvot which are practiced are done
so almost as a mark of sophistication, indica.ting the level of
knowledge attained by the practitioner.

We hasten to point our that our comments arè not meant to be
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criticaL. We seek to illustrate that blanket generalizations about
the resurgence of Orthodoxy tend to camouflage developments

which may be quite unorthodox, and which may force Jewish
Orthodoxy into unanticipated dIrections.. .

Two unanticipated directions which, we feel, are of the great.
est consequences for the future of the. Orthodox community in
America, concern the evolving shape of community and the'
evolving nature of identIty. Insofar as Orthodoxy has always
been associated with both organiz.ational and psychological tra-
ditionalism, it is fair to say that. its communal base has been
~ome form of a ghetto~ "or. Gemeinschaft¡ and its psychological
base has been role-statùs consistency. If we may use the notion
of makom kavuah (permanent place ) somewhat loosely, it ap.
pears that it expresses very well the historic situation of the Or.

thodox Jew. He or she has been a person fied in a place, both

in terms of a geographic location and also a social location.
More importantly, the location has been fixed in the person.
This. double fixedness ha,s served to organize and anchor. Ortho.
dox Jewish life.

The quantitative' and quaIitåtive losses that Orthodoxy has
suffered in the modern- world, especially in America, may be
attributed to the disruption of this fixedness. Or, more

.properly, they may be attributed to the inability of large num-
bers of people and organizatiom to come to terms with the dis-
ruption of this fixedness.

.When we speak .about the resurgence of Orthodoxy, then, we
are not talking about a renewal of the fiedness of the Orthodox
Jew. Rather, we are talking about new developments in organi-
zational and psychological patterns which help the Orthodox
Jew adapt to the absence of the traditional fixedness. We have
previously'referred to the. primacy of the yeshiva and Jewish
education in general as the major organizational shift in Ortho.
dox life. This is aÌi internal development of the community which
has provided the modern Orthodox Jew with a symbolic universe
in place of the traditional'Gemeinscha!t. Incidentally, the abund..
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ance. of kosher-culture, from hasidic records to Judaic studies
programs on ~oiiege campuses has tended. to serve a similar
if not the same function. . ,
. However, there are important developments external to the

Jewish community which have also had important impacts upon
the nature óf thatcoinmunity and the identities of its members.
Here we have in mind developments in Western society, which
have been characterized of late as post-industrial, or post-modern,
society. One. of the most important elements of a post-industrial
society is the .liberation of the majority of working people from
primary production, or the. production of goods. Since the
1950s, America has become the fist society where the majority of
whose workers are engaged in service occupations, ranging from
clerks in large bureaucracies to free professionals, and to

"are.s" of students. Underlying this shift in the occupational

structure, there has. been an important shift from dependence .
on the direct use of physical energy to. a greater dependence on
the. uses of information. The hero of the epoch is neither the
merchant nor the machinist; it is the engineer. Simultaneously,
the engineering mentality has come to. be .utilzed not merely
in production but also in marketing and managem~nt.

The implications of these developments for Orthodox Jewry
in America are several and .far-reaching. Firstly, Jews in general
have been in the fQrefrontof those occupations which are com-
monly associated with the. post-industral era. And, the. resur-
gence ofOrthoØoxyhas, at least in part, been made possible by
virtue of some of the . soCial benefits of that era (e.g., innova-

tions. in the preparation and .packaging of foods, the shortened
work week, the . liberation of youth from the necessity of work,
etc. ). Assuming no war between the superpowers, one can antici-
pate à continuation and accentuation of these tendencies.
. Moreover, there is a more subtle level on which the post-
industral age has relevance for Jewish Orthodoxy, the hints of
which surround us. Along with the rise of "the unmeltable eth-
nics," the last several years have witnessed. the growth of a
yariety of of exotic religious and quasi-religious movements, such
as the Krshnas, the Moonies and the Transcendental Meditation-
ists. From the point of view of the modern rationalist, thèse re-.
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cent developments appear obnoxious, threattming the dominant
values of the Western, modernized world. .From a less anxious
perspective, however, these developments divulge an important.
truth about the post-industrial society. It is a society without
ultimate, transcendental values. This observation should not be.

confused with the oft-heard religious condemnation .of this so-
ciety as being materialistic or hedonistic'. Materialism or hedon-
ism may ¿önstitute philosopnies- which çaÍl serve as value .sys-.
terns. That many would not approve of such values or philosò..
phies is an entirely other matter. We are averring that post-hi,.
dustrial society, by virtue of its emphasis on objective inf9rma-
tion processing, hás completely displaced valuesfr~m the sphere-
of public consensus. The recent agonies of our political system
are ample evidence for this. But, this displacement of values .
from the realm of public consensus has.ot been altogether bad

for religion.

Whereas the forces of the post.:industrial society have tended
to destroy the community of public consensus, they háve, on the
other hand, made possible the emergence of new, smaller-scale
strctures. Bizarre as these new religious movements may ap-
pear, they are indications of.a spiritual quest, particularly among
the young and the educated who are the cutting edge of the

. po~t-industral age. These new movements are also indications
of the resolutions- of. ths spiritual quest.' The reference; in .Jew-
ish circles,. to a so-cålled "turn to the right,'~ is another. indica-
tion of this spiritual quest. Prom our perspective, then" religion

. in general and Judaism in particular have benefitted greatly
from the post-industrial society. But wIlIe the post-industrial
age has tended to create a spiritually thirsty public, it has not
helped. t-o strengthen the mainstrea.m organized religious bodies.
And herein lies a p~adox fòr social science and a practical prob-
lem for. th~ Orthodox rabbinate and its synagogue movement.
The reasons 'for the latter problem, it appears, may be found
-in divergent conceptions of communíty and divergent experi-
ences of identity.

Jewish' communities of. the threè major branches 'of Judaism.
flourshed throughout the 1950s and early 1960s by becoming
the Jewish counterparts of .the larger host community.. Social
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programs, from basketball games to political discussions, b,e-
came important features of the over-all organization of the com-
munity. This form of organization was successful because,' it
helped to cope with an important aspect of Jewish identity, the
pull of assimilation. The modern Jewish center, whether it was
a local "Y"or a Young Israel synagogue, became a way of

integrating being Jewish with 
being an American.so But these

organizations and their programs rested on the implicit need for
such psychological integration. Such integration was and is neces-
sary for those to whom America has represented a set of co-
herent and desirable values and life-styl,es.

However, as has been indicated, ODe of the most pervasive
consequences of the post-industrial age has been the disruption
of precisely those values, such as the work ethic and the faith
in progress, which have given' coherence al1d normative power
to the American w~y of life. This disruption. has made it neces-
sary for individuals to seek meaning for their lives from sources
other than being "good Americans," anci has also tended to
undermine those religious organizations whose success depends
on their ability to integrate their programs and philosophies with
the American way of life. The new organizations or structures
which have entered thé religious limelight in recent years, such
as some hasidic movements, the Hineni movement, and the havu- ,
rah movement, have achieved success beèause. they ,cater 

not to

the pull of assimilation, but to the :need for ultimate meaning.
In the final analysis, it appears that the Orthodox rabbinate

and synagogue movement will be, successful. in attracting the
next generation of America's Jews to the extent 

that they address
themselves to this thirst for ultimate. me~ing. The techniques
by which he so-called "right wing" Orthodox 'and Jewish.cpunter-
culture groups, are achieving their successes involve 

matters of
both style and content. They have embarked upon vigorous pro-
grams of outreach and self-advertsement whiCh are bothneces-
sary and productive in a highly competitiye spiritual market-
place. Traditional Orthodoxy has . always qiaintained à more
defensive posture vis-a-vis its actual and potential audience. But
such a posture is likely to be inappropriate in the current and
foreseeable .religious market. Another important eiement of style.
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is the emphasis on r personal contact and the intimacy of small
groups. Both the leadership and the groups enjoy a sense of
charisma in the lives of their followers. It is precisely thischar~
isma which invests otherwise mundane experiences .with a sense
of ultimacy. Achieving charismatic appeal is, of course, far more
diffcult th,an self-advertising; but the two are not unrelated.
However, it is in the .l(~alm of charismatic appeal that the estab-
lished Orthoçlox rabbinate runs into the most diff.culty.

The bureaucratic. role, which the role of the rabbi has become
in recent years, is not easily charismatized. Yet, it is a role which
contains the sparks of charisma, namely, spirtual leadership.
The problem which confronts the rabbinate' is how to recapture
the charismatic content of the bureaucratized role. Here, too,

the more successful "right wing" groups .offer suggestive models.
Its spokesmen and. spokeswomen capture their audience 

not be-cause they represent a particular movement or group, but rather
because they. seem to be genuinely moved people. They inspire ..
as much as they educate. Modern Orthodoxy has acquired a'
few such leaders in recent years, and they can serve as models

. for the type of leadership necessary to capture a rather large
groping audience. The extent to which the contemporar leader-
ship adjusts itself and its institutions to the new conditions will
determine the quantity and quality of the next generation of
Orthodox Jews in America.

NOTES

1. Our reservations are several. First, there .is 

the statement of Rabbi Yo-chanan: "From the time the Temple was destroyed, prophecy was taken from

the prophets and given to fools and children" (Talmud Bavlii Bava Kama 12b).
And, there is the statement attributed to the sociologit, Amitai Etzioni, that if
sociology w~re evaluated on the basis of its predictive abilty,it ~ould be vir- .

tually worthless.

2. Cf., Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Weiner: The Year 2000:. A Framework

for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Yearsi New York, Macmilan, '1967.
!. Many 6f the technological innovations listed as likely, . 

les-likely, and far- .out possibilties listed by Kahn and Weiner. op. eil.i pp. 51-57. are relevant for
Orthodox Jews.
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